Python Support - Task #143
Tag pulp-python-0.0.0-1.fc21 into pulp-2.6-fedora21
02/04/2015 11:44 PM - rbarlow

Status:

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

skarmark@redhat.com

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Tags:

Pulp 2
February 2015

Category:
Sprint/Milestone:
Platform Release:
Target Release Python:

0.0.0

Sprint:

Groomed:

No

Quarter:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Description
Currently the pulp-2.6-fedora21 target does not exist in Koji, but once it does we need to run this command:
$ koji tag-build pulp-2.6-fedora21 pulp-python-0.0.0-1.fc21
It is important to do this before we release. Otherwise, the Python plugins won't be available for Fedora 21 with the 2.6.0 release.
History
#1 - 02/04/2015 11:53 PM - cduryee
Does this include scripting the creation of the target?
#2 - 02/05/2015 12:05 AM - rbarlow
On 02/04/2015 05:53 PM, Chris Duryee declared:
Does this include scripting the creation of the target?

This task is just about making sure that the Python plugins make it into
the 2.6.0 release. We'll have to make a separate task about creating the
pulp-2.6-fedora21 target.
I suppose that once we have such a task, this task should depend on it.

#3 - 02/05/2015 12:20 AM - cduryee
Randy Barlow wrote:
On 02/04/2015 05:53 PM, Chris Duryee declared:
Does this include scripting the creation of the target?
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This task is just about making sure that the Python plugins make it into
the 2.6.0 release. We'll have to make a separate task about creating the
pulp-2.6-fedora21 target.
I suppose that once we have such a task, this task should depend on it.

Last sprint all of the tasks/stories were "shovel ready" on day one which I liked. I'd rather it be the same task, but two tasks is OK with me too.

#4 - 02/05/2015 03:16 PM - cduryee
Looks like my prior comments have become moot, the target now exists:)
#5 - 02/07/2015 04:09 PM - rbarlow
- Tags Sprint Candidate added
#6 - 02/09/2015 09:28 PM - mhrivnak
- Sprint/Milestone set to 12
#7 - 02/10/2015 09:45 PM - skarmark@redhat.com
- Status changed from NEW to ASSIGNED
- Assignee set to skarmark@redhat.com
#8 - 02/12/2015 12:04 AM - skarmark@redhat.com
After setting up correct certs for koji, I am getting $ koji -c ~/.koji/katello-config tag-build pulp-2.6-fedora21 pulp-python-0.0.0-1.fc21
TagError: Package pulp-python not in list for pulp-2.6-fedora21

#9 - 02/12/2015 12:15 AM - skarmark@redhat.com
$ koji -c ~/.koji/katello-config list-tagged pulp-2.6-fedora21
Build Tag Built by
---------------------------------------- -------------------- ---------------So looks like there are no packages currently in the list for that tag. Is the command in the story description correct then to add python plugins to the
2.6 build?

#10 - 02/12/2015 12:24 AM - rbarlow
On 02/11/2015 06:15 PM, Sayli announced:
So looks like there are no packages currently in the list for that tag.
Is the command in the story description correct then to add python
plugins to the 2.6 build?
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Ah, yes. I forgot that you also need to add the package to the build. I
think this will do that:
$ koji add-pkg pulp-2.6-fedora21 pulp-python --owner=<your koji username
here>

#11 - 02/12/2015 01:12 AM - skarmark@redhat.com
- Status changed from ASSIGNED to MODIFIED
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

$ koji -c ~/.koji/katello-config add-pkg pulp-2.6-fedora21 pulp-python --owner=skarmark
$ koji -c ~/.koji/katello-config tag-build pulp-2.6-fedora21 pulp-python-0.0.0-1.fc21
Created task 221854
Watching tasks (this may be safely interrupted)...
221854 tagBuild (noarch): free
221854 tagBuild (noarch): free -> closed
0 free 0 open 1 done 0 failed
221854 tagBuild (noarch) completed successfully
$ koji -c ~/.koji/katello-config list-tagged pulp-2.6-fedora21
pulp-python-0.0.0-1.fc21 pulp-2.6-fedora21

#12 - 02/12/2015 02:33 AM - skarmark@redhat.com
- Status changed from MODIFIED to 5
#13 - 03/02/2015 10:52 PM - bmbouter
- Tags deleted (Sprint Candidate)
#14 - 03/02/2015 11:13 PM - skarmark@redhat.com
- Status changed from 5 to MODIFIED
#15 - 03/25/2015 10:34 PM - rbarlow
- Status changed from MODIFIED to 5

Fixed in 1.0.0-0.1.beta.
#16 - 02/11/2016 10:17 PM - rbarlow
- Status changed from 5 to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
- Target Release - Python set to 0.0.0
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#17 - 03/08/2018 07:10 PM - bmbouter
- Sprint set to February 2015
#18 - 03/08/2018 07:12 PM - bmbouter
- Sprint/Milestone deleted (12)
#19 - 04/15/2019 11:20 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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